
 Madeline is the feisty heroine in a series of 
books about the adventures of a young girl who 
lives in Paris. She speaks her mind and is fearless, 
smart and strong! Madeline has served as a great 
role model for young girls since the first Madeline 
book was written by Ludwig Bemelman in 1939.  

to download games, "how to draw" Madeline 
and coloring pages  

www.madeline.com/fun---games.html

 There are many different kinds of ballet. An 
abstract ballet isn't about anything specific. You 
watch it for the dance itself - the shapes the dancers 
make, their energy and rhythm and of course how 
they reflect the music.  Another kind of ballet is a 
thematic ballet. It doesn't tell a story but it is about 
something specific: a situation, or a relatioship or an 
idea. The last type of ballet is called a narrative 
("NAIR-uh-tiv") ballet and it tells a story. It's like a 
play or a movie: It has characters, a plot, and action 
that develops the story line. Madeline is a narrative 
ballet and tells the story of Madeline through 
movement, music and mime. lt guides YOU to 
understand the story. 
 While you watch the ballet LOOK FOR: 
characters...scenes...a beginning, middle and end. 
THINK ABOUT: how the dance tells the story and 
shows the characters' personalities.

The highly popular series of Madeline books were 
written by Austrian-born Ludwig Bemelmans who 
moved to the United States in 1914.  He wrote in 
several magazines and was also a painter. He wrote 
and illustrated his first Madeline book in 1939. Each 
book begins with the same paragraph:

   "In an old house in Paris that was covered in vines,
    lived twelve little girls in two straight lines
    They left the house, at half past nine...
    The smallest one was Madeline."

    Paris is the largest city in France. It is 
the French capital and perhaps the 
most interesting city in the world. It's 
shops, monument-line boulevards, 
outside cafes, and museums make it 
one of the most-traveled tourist 
destinations in the world. 
    The Eiffel Tower, pictured above, is 
one of the most famous of all the 
Parisian landmarks. It was built in 1889 
for the Intermational Exposition and is 
1,063 feet tall. The tower has three 
levels for visitors with the top level 906 
feet above the ground. Tourists can 
take a lift (elevator) or climb stairs to 
get to the upper platform. 
Approximately 6.9 million tourists looked 
out over the entire city of Paris in in 2015.
 

Teachers - more info at: 

Nov. 12 @ 3:30pm - Cost: $20 p/person 
Call 237-8801

Please come to my party!
Just go to hyb.dance, scroll down & 
click on REGISTER NOW FOR 

MADELINE'S TEA PARTY!



B. Cool at the Ballet!
Some people just know how to be cool
wherever they go. They know part of the
fun of doing different things is the different
ways you act.There’s one way to be when
you’re at a game... another when you go
over to a friend’s house... a different way
when you’re at a movie, and another way
when you’re just hanging out. It’s the same
way at the ballet – and if you’ve already
been to a few, you probably already know!
But in case this is your first time, here’s how
to B. COOL...

B. Alert! 
There’s a lot happening
on the stage! And no “pause” button –
you snooze, you lose! So, keep your eyes
peeled. Check the action on the whole
stage - sometimes the sides or back are
just as important as the front. Watch for
gestures and facial expressions that tip
you off about how the characters feel, or
what’s going to happen next.The more
you see, the more you’ll enjoy the show!

B. Discreet! 
It’s hard to catch all the action when people 
around you are distracting you. So, set a 
good example of how to B. Cool! If you see 
some-thing happen in the ballet and your 
friend missed it, lean over and whisper it in 
his ear – don’t just yell it out.

B. Enthusiastic! 
But that does NOT mean you have to be 
quiet all the time! Our dancers are up there
dancing for YOU, and they love to know
if you’re having a good time. So during
the ballet, anytime you see something
you think is extra-good, clap your hands!
That’ll let them know you like what
they’re doing, and they’ll dance even
better. AFTER each ballet, the danc-
ers will come out to take a bow. If you
enjoyed it, let ‘em know – clap and cheer
as LOUDLY and as LONG as you want!

the INSIDE SCOOP! That’s Shoe Business...
Have you ever stopped to think about how many activities need special kinds of shoes? Think about 
sports: there’s a special shoe for golf, for basketball, for football, for driving a racing car, for playing 
polo, or just about any other sport you can think of (and some you probably can’t!) Or how about 
people’s jobs? Construction workers wear work shoes with steel caps to protect their toes; doctors 
wear sanitary boots in the operating room to keep out germs. You might even say that skis, ice skates, 
and swim fins are special kinds of “shoes” for getting around on snow, ice and water. Try working 
together with some friends, and see how many examples you can think of – then see if you can find 
pictures in newspapers, magazines, or on the Internet.

For ballet, we need lots of different kinds of special shoes. They all have to be flexible, so the dancers 
can use their feet, and give good traction, so they won’t slip. But other than that, they’re customized for 
various kinds of dancing, styles of costume, and so on. You’ll see  several types of shoes in Madeline!
                Soft shoe: Flexible and fits like a glove. Has a flat leather sole for good grip.  
  Dancers usually wear it unless their parts call for a specialized shoe.   
   
     Pointe shoe: Specially reinforced shoe for women to help them dance on their toes. 
  See below  for more about how it works.
  
  Jazz shoe: Looks like a street shoe, but more flexible. Used when the costumer 
  wants the dancers to look as if they’re wearing regular street clothes.

  Character shoe: Another dance shoe made to look like a street shoe. Women  
  dancers wear it with dresses and other “formal” costumes.

  Tap shoe: Metal plates on the sole and heel let the dancer create a rhythm by  
  dancing. Invented by African- Americans, tap dancing is a distinct art form all its own.

In Madeline, you’ll see lots of pointe work – girls dancing on the tips 
of their feet. Choreographers use pointe work because it makes the dancers 
seem lighter, and makes their steps look more crisp and precise. But how do 
they do all those steps and turns while balanced on the ends of their toes? 
Well, special training, hard work and lots of practice are really important. But 
one other secret is special shoes – pointe shoes – that are designed to make it  
easier to dance on pointe. Here’s what makes them work:
The ribbons — Hold the shoe on the foot.They’re made of cloth and tied with a special flat knot.
They’re crossed over the ankle joint to help support the ankle – the same reason athletes “strap up” 
their ankles with tape.
The shank — The “backbone” of the shoe. It’s a stiff inner sole made of heavy leather. 
The shank helps transfer the dancer’s weight from the toes into the arch, which is the strongest 
part of the foot.
The box — Made of layers of cloth hardened with glue. This stiff inner shell is like a football helmet for 
the dancer’s toes, protecting them from impacts.
Financial fact: A single pair of pointe shoes can cost up to $85, and a dancer doing a really long, 
difficult role may wear out a pair in just one performance! There’s more than meets the eye in a ballet 
performance. 

The Inside Scoop gives you the fun, behind-the-scenes facts that not everybody knows. Read up, and 
impress your friends with your ballet knowledge!
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#HOREOGRAPHERS�USE�POINTE�WORK�BECAUSE�IT�MAKES�THE�DANCERS�SEEM�LIGHTER���AND�
MAKES�THEIR�STEPS�LOOK�MORE�CRISP�AND�PRECISE���"UT�HOW�DO�THEY�DO�ALL�THOSE�STEPS�
AND�TURNS�WHILE�BALANCED�ON�THE�ENDS�OF�THEIR�TOES�

7ELL��SPECIAL�TRAINING��HARD�WORK�AND�LOTS�OF�PRACTICE�ARE�REALLY�IMPORTANT���"UT�ONE�
OTHER�SECRET�IS�SPECIAL�SHOES�n� POINTE�SHOES�n�THAT�ARE�DESIGNED�TO�MAKE�IT�EASIER�TO�
DANCE�ON�POINTE���(ERE�S�WHAT�MAKES�THEM�WORK�

4HE�RIBBONS���(OLD�THE�SHOE�ON�THE�FOOT��4HEY�RE�MADE�OF�CLOTH�AND�TIED�WITH�A�
SPECIAL�FLAT�KNOT��4HEY�RE�CROSSED�OVER�THE�ANKLE�JOINT�TO�HELP�SUPPORT�THE�ANKLE�n�THE�
SAME�REASON�ATHLETES�hSTRAP�UPv�THEIR�ANKLES�WITH�TAPE�

4HE�SHANK���4HE�hBACKBONEv�OF�THE�SHOE��)T�S�A�STIFF�INNER�SOLE�MADE�OF�HEAVY�LEATHER��4HE�SHANK���4HE�hBACKBONEv�OF�THE�SHOE��)T�S�A�STIFF�INNER�SOLE�MADE�OF�HEAVY�LEATHER��4HE�SHANK
4HE�SHANK�HELPS�TRANSFER�THE�DANCER�S�WEIGHT�FROM�THE�TOES�INTO�THE�ARCH��WHICH�IS�THE�
STRONGEST�PART�OF�THE�FOOT�

4HE�BOX���-ADE�OF�LAYERS�OF�CLOTH�HARDENED�WITH�GLUE��4HIS�STIFF�INNER�SHELL�IS�LIKE�A�
FOOTBALL�HELMET�FOR�THE�DANCER�S�TOES��PROTECTING�THEM�FROM�IMPACTS�

&INANCIAL�FACT��!�SINGLE�PAIR�OF�POINTE�SHOES�CAN�COST�UP�TO������AND�A�DANCER�DOING�A�REALLY�
LONG��DIFFICULT�ROLE�MAY�WEAR�OUT�A�PAIR�IN�JUST�ONE�PERFORMANCE�
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(OW�$/�THOSE�GIRLS�STAY

ON�THEIR�TOES�

That’s
Shoe
Business...
(AVE�YOU�EVER�STOPPED�TO�THINK�ABOUT�HOW�MANY�ACTIVITIES�NEED�SPECIAL�KINDS�OF�SHOES��4HINK�ABOUT�SPORTS��THERE�S�A�SPECIAL�

SHOE�FOR�GOLF��FOR�BASKETBALL��FOR�FOOTBALL��FOR�DRIVING�A�RACING�CAR��FOR�PLAYING�POLO��OR�JUST�ABOUT�ANY�OTHER�SPORT�YOU�CAN�THINK�OF��AND�
SOME�YOU�PROBABLY�CAN�T�	�/R�HOW�ABOUT�PEOPLE�S�JOBS��#ONSTRUCTION�WORKERS�WEAR�WORK�SHOES�WITH�STEEL�CAPS�TO�PROTECT�THEIR�
TOES��DOCTORS�WEAR�SANITARY�BOOTS�IN�THE�OPERATING�ROOM�TO�KEEP�OUT�GERMS��9OU�MIGHT�EVEN�SAY�THAT�SKIS��ICE�SKATES��AND�SWIM�FINS�
ARE�SPECIAL�KINDS�OF�hSHOESv�FOR�GETTING�AROUND�ON�SNOW��ICE�AND�WATER��4RY�WORKING�TOGETHER�WITH�SOME�FRIENDS��AND�SEE�HOW�MANY�
EXAMPLES�YOU�CAN�THINK�OF�n�THEN�SEE�IF�YOU�CAN�FIND�PICTURES�IN�NEWSPAPERS��MAGAZINES��OR�ON�THE�)NTERNET�

&OR�BALLET��WE�NEED�LOTS�OF�DIFFERENT�KINDS�OF�SPECIAL�SHOES��4HEY�ALL�HAVE�TO�BE�FLEXIBLE��SO�THE�DANCERS�CAN�USE�THEIR�FEET��AND�GIVE�
GOOD�TRACTION��SO�THEY�WON�T�SLIP��"UT�OTHER�THAN�THAT��THEY�RE�CUSTOMIZED�FOR�VARIOUS�KINDS�OF�DANCING��STYLES�OF�COSTUME��AND�SO�ON��
9OU�LL�SEE�SOME�OF�THEM�IN�#ONFETTI��OTHERS�IN�OTHER�KINDS�OF�DANCE�YOU�MIGHT�ATTEND�

3OFT�SHOE��&LEXIBLE�AND�
FITS�LIKE�A�GLOVE���(AS�A�FLAT�
LEATHER�SOLE�FOR�GOOD�GRIP��
$ANCERS�USUALLY�WEAR�
IT�UNLESS�THEIR�PARTS�CALL�
FOR�THE�SPECIALIZED�SHOES�
SHOWN�AT�RIGHT�

0OINTE�SHOE��3PECIALLY�
REINFORCED�SHOE�FOR�
WOMEN�TO�HELP�THEM�
DANCE�ON�THEIR�TOES��3EE�
BELOW�FOR�MORE�ABOUT�
HOW�IT�WORKS�

*AZZ�SHOE��,OOKS�LIKE�
A�STREET�SHOE��BUT�MORE�
FLEXIBLE��5SED�WHEN�THE�
COSTUMER�WANTS�THE�
DANCERS�TO�LOOK�AS�IF�
THEY�RE�WEARING�REGULAR�
STREET�CLOTHES�

#HARACTER�SHOE�
!NOTHER�DANCE�SHOE�
MADE�TO�LOOK�LIKE�A�STREET�
SHOE��7OMEN�DANCERS�
WEAR�IT�WITH�DRESSES�AND�
OTHER�hFORMALv�COSTUMES�

4AP�SHOE��-ETAL�PLATES�
ON�THE�SOLE�LET�THE�DANCER�
CREATE�A�RHYTHM�BY�DANC
ING��)NVENTED�BY�!FRICAN
!MERICANS��TAP�DANCING�
IS�A�DISTINCT�ART�FORM�ALL�
ITS�OWN�

4HERE�S�MORE�THAN�MEETS�THE�EYE�IN�A�BALLET�

PERFORMANCE��4HE�)NSIDE�3COOP�GIVES�YOU�
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